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Amazing Interior Design
& Cutting Edge Ideas

Kensington: A One Stop Building Service Second To None! You Should
Check Them Out at Thailandbuilders.com

K

ensington is synonymous with luxury,
quality, and value for money. They are
people’s first choice as a custom house builder
and offer a full turnkey service. But they also
have one more fabulous gift for you…. They also
offer an amazing interior design service. Read on
and learn more about this super company that
provides so much for the customer at such
amazing prices.
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Most expats are aware that if you are looking to build any form of property in Thailand,
then it would certainly be worth you talking to
Kensington. However many do not know that
they also offer a fantastic design service too. If
you are looking for exterior and interior design,
then they are also a top candidate and one to
speak to.
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Quality Construction, Value for Money &
World Class Interior Design
As many long term expats know, Kensington’s
reputation is one of integrity, honesty, quality
construction and custom house builds. However
as I recently found out, they are also known for
offering a complete Interior design service too.
In keeping with their architectural, construction
and landscaping services they also offer superb
world class interior design. They have a super
team of young Thai designers full of fresh,
innovative ideas and are well versed in creating
amazing concepts, 3D designs and ideas for
the client. They offer amazing value for money
combined with exceptional design.
Fabulous Designs, Architecture &
3D Rendering
Kensington’s aim is simple and it is ingrained
right through their company. It is to assist all their
customers in achieving their goals and guiding
them effortlessly through to the final, successful
conclusion. Customer satisfaction is paramount
to them and achieving the highest levels of quality
a most welcome policy too. So whether you’re
looking for a fresh new look for your exclusive
villa, a fabulous theme for your new luxury house,
a sumptuous style for your palace, an impressive
executive office, a comfortable board room, a

new night club and fashionable bar, or the ‘wow’
factor for that 5 star hotel/resort; Kensington are
a sure bet to contact.
Hotels, Resorts and all Types of Developments
Interior design is now an integral part of both
residential and commercial properties. It is
an essential aspect of any major hotel chain,
or resort, and vital to bring exciting new
concepts to the market place; Long gone
have the days when hotels could suffice with
standard rooms and furniture; to compete on the
international market it is vital each has there own
special theme, which soon becomes part of their
overall trademark. A trademark, which if created
correctly will have their customers coming back
time and time again.
Your First Choice for Interior Design
The right colour schemes to calm the mind,
soft, tasteful furnishings to relax the body and
enchanting sculptures to muse upon. These
and many more unique concepts not only
enrich your lifestyle but also put you on a new
path of artistic discovery. You will welcome
the new soothing effects of the right use of
colour and wallow in the luxuriant nature of your
dazzling new property. As a company in Thailand

Kensington are extremely pleased to be associated with some of the world’s best furnishers
and excited to be able to introduce you to a
whole new world of lifestyle living.
Open the Doors of Interior Design
As a company Kensington constantly strive
for higher levels of creative splendor and always
endeavor to continually bring inspired and exciting
new concepts to each of their new clients; rich
in fashionable colours, beautiful designs and lush
comfortable furnishings; whether you have
ideas or not, it is of no matter as their seasoned
professionals guide you through a wonderful realm of enchanting and inspirational
suggestions; restricted only by their fervent
imaginations and your specific desires. This truly
is a chance to open the doors on a whole new
world of interior design.
Check Out: www.thailandbuilders.com
Join the latest trend in property and lifestyle
improvement by contacting them. You are only
an e-mail away from breathing new life into your
property and opening the doors to the world
of inspiration. Kensington look at all types of
remodeling of hotels, hotel rooms and large
scale design.

: : Kensington Company Limited
69/14 Sukhumvit Soi 4, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel: 02 656 7725/7074 E-mail: sales@ken.co.th
Website: www.thailandbuilders.com
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